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ON THE COVER. This is the 30th anniversary of the death
of Albert Einstein (1879-1955); it is also the 80th anniversary of
his discovery of the theory of relativity. It was 40 years ago that
the first atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima.

Although it was Einstein who theoretically proved that the atom

could be split, he was not in favor of using "the bomb" unless it
was absolutely necessary. The look on his countenance, as seen on
the 5 pound note of Israel (P34), seems to reflect what his secretary
said when he heard the first bomb had been dropped on Japan:
"The grief in his deep sigh could not be conveyed in words."

AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY
and

by LEE E. POLESKE

Figure 1: The Chicago album cover produced by the American Bank Note Company with the distinctive Chicago logo. The

members of the rock-jazz group are from left to right: Terry Kath, Lee Loughnane, Peter Cetera, James Pankow, Walter

Parazaider, Danny Seraphine and Robert Lamm.
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HILE most paper money collectors realize that the
American Bank Note Company is involved in more
than printing paper money, many of them might be

surprised to learn that the company produced a record album
cover for the rock-jazz group Chicago in 1973.

The American Bank Note Company can trace its history
through fifty different companies to an engraver named Robert
Scot who worked in Philadelphia in 1795. Chicago can trace its
history through two name changes to its beginning in Chicago in
1967 when it was formed by two school friends, Terry Kath and
Walter Parazaider.

Of the original seven members only one was not born in
Chicago (Figure 1). Robert Lamm was born in Brooklyn and
moved to Chicago when he was fifteen. Lamm was vocalist,
pianist and also wrote many of the group's hits ; Terry Kath
played guitar, banjo, accordion, bass and drums. Peter Cetera
played bass, steel guitar, wrote songs and sang ; rounding out
the group were Walter Parazaider, who played a variety of
woodwinds, trumpeter Lee Loughnane, drummer Daniel Sera-
phine and James Pankow, trombonist. Only Kath and Cetera
were completely self taught, all the others had considerable
formal musical training either in college or with private teachers.

The group was first known as The Big Thing because Lamm
kept saying the group's music was "the big thing"; their music
was different from other rock groups of the time because they
had added horns to the traditional rock band. Lamm character-
ized the group in Downbeat (October 1970) by saying, "Our
roots are basically rock, but we can and do play jazz."

The group played small bars and clubs throughout the Mid-
west in the late '60s without much success. In 1969 they went
West to join forces with another school friend, James W.
Guercio, who had earlier moved to Los Angeles and become a
leading record producer.

It was Guercio who suggested they change their name to
Chicago Transit Authority and it was under this name that the
group began to build a following. Guercio signed the group with
Columbia Records and in 1969 their first album, entitled "Chi-
cago Transit Authority" was recorded. The album was not im-
mediately successful but their single "Make Me Smile" made the
top ten ; this in turn increased album sales and the result was the
first of many gold albums for the group.

By the time their second album came out in 1970 they had
shortened their name to Chicago, which was also the name of
the album. Although music critics have often berated the group
for their "safe" and "bland" music, Chicago has been extremely
popular and all their albums have achieved gold or platinum
status .

Figure 2: A detail of the album cover showing typical bank note style
geometric designs.

Figure 3: At the
bottom of the
front of the
album cover in
eery small letters,
not unlike on a
bank note, is the
copyright notice
of the American
Bank Note
Company.
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For the most part the group has not given individual names to
their albums, but have differentiated them by roman numerals :
"Chicago II", "Chicago III", etc. It was the cover of "Chicago
VI" that was produced by the American Bank Note Company.
This cover was in the tradition of opulent covers for which the
group was already famous. Released in June 1973, the album
moved into the number one spot on the music charts in July and
stayed there until August.

The cover was intaglio printed in blue on buff (Figure 2). Both
sides of the album are the same except for the copyright lines at
the bottom of the front of the album (Figure 3). On both sides of
the light brown record sleeve are stock vignettes of the American
Bank Note Company : "America" and a railroad scene (Figure
4 and 5).

There are at least two variations on the original album : the
cassette version of the album and a lithograph album printed in
purple without any vignettes on the record sleeve ; this seems to
be a reprint of the original cover to be sold by discount houses.

Any or all of these American Bank Note Company items
make an interesting addition to a bank note collection.

Figure 4: This vignette of "America appears on one side of the record
sleeve of the "Chicago VI" album.

Figure 5: This railroad vignette appears on the other side of the record sleeve of the "Chicago VI" album.
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